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bly can also be used in arm curl exercises in connection with 
a bar rest mounted to the pivoting leg member. 
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LEG LIFT UNIT 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed to an improved leg lift 
unit for use with an exercise apparatus. 

BACKGROUND ART 

The use of leg lift units in conjunction with an exercise 
apparatus such as an exercise bench is well known in the 
prior art. 

U.S. Pat..No. 4,546,968 to Silberman discloses an adjust 
able bench mounted leg lift exerciser which comprises an 
L-shaped member made of a ?rst arm and a second arm 
substantially perpendicular to the ?rst arm. An ankle engag 
~ing member is ?xed to each of the arms. The L-shaped 
member pivots about a pivot point to facilitate leg exercises. 
US. Pat. No. 4,749,190 to Jennings shows a leg lift unit 

similar to the type described in the Silberman patent. 
US Pat. No. 4,793,608 to Mahnke et al. discloses a 

multipurpose exercise machine which includes a leg lift unit 
as shown in FIGS. 6, 8 and 9. This leg lift unit includes a 
member pivotally attached to the bench frame. 
The prior art leg lift units still suffer from the inability to 

accommodate a variety of leg and arm exercises. The prior 
art devices also fail to provide support for a portion of an 
exerciser’s body during the exercise routine. 

In response to the disadvantages of the prior art noted 
above, the present invention provides an improved leg lift 
unit which accommodates both arm and leg exercises and 
provides needed support to an exerciser during use. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is a ?rst object of the present invention to 
provide a leg lift unit which accommodates both leg and arm 
exercises. 

Another object of the present invention to provide a leg 
lift unit which provides support for an exerciser during an 
exercising routine. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 
leg lift unit which includes retaining means for an exercis 
er’s legs during exercising. 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will 
become apparent as a description thereof proceeds. 

In satisfaction of the foregoing objects and advantages, 
the present invention provides a leg lift unit which is an 
improvement over prior art leg lift units which are mount 
able to an exercise apparatus and include a leg member 
pivotally mounted to the exercise apparatus, the leg member 
including a ?rst pair of opposing exercising pads and means 
for retaining weights thereon. 

According to the invention, the improved leg lift unit 
body includes a second leg member having a second pair of 
opposing exercising pads mounted to an end thereof. The 
second leg member is vertically adjustable with respect to 
the leg lift unit body for positioning of said second pair of 
exercising pads for an exercising regimen or use. 
The inventive leg lift unit may also includea third pair of 

opposing exercising pads and a barbell rest, both ?xedly 
mounted to the leg lift unit body. Preferably, the second leg 
member telescopes within a channel in the leg lift unit body 
for vertical adjustability. The second leg member can be 
secured in any given position, preferably, through the use of 
a locking pin assembly. 
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2 
The vertically adjustable exercising pads can be used as a 

body support when an exerciser is using the ?rst leg member 
in a standing position. Alternatively, the second pair of 
exercising pads can clamp the thigh of an exerciser in a 
seated position. 
The leg lift unit also facilitates arm exercises by using the 

second or uppermost pair of exercising pads and dumbbells 
or a barbell system. 

The leg lift unit is adaptable to be mounted to any exercise 
apparatus, e. g., an exercise bench. Alternatively, the unit can 
be utilized with an exercise apparatus with stacked weights 
using cables and pulleys. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Reference is now made to the drawings of the invention 
wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the inventive leg lift unit 
mounted to an exercise bench; 

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view along the line II-II of 
FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is side view of the leg lift unit in a ?rst exemplary 
use; and 

FIG. 4 is a side view of the leg lift unit in a second 
exemplary use. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

With reference to FIG. 1, the inventive leg lift unit is 
generally designated by the reference numeral 10 and is seen 
to include a leg lift body 1 having a leg member 2 pivotally 
mounted thereto. The leg member 2 includes a weight 
stanchion 3 mounted at an end thereof. The weights stan 
chion 3 includes a stop 4 which supports weights (not 
shown) mounted on the stanchion 3. 
The end of the pivoting leg member 2 includes a pair of 

exercising pads 5. Typically, the pads comprise a resilient 
portion 7 which surrounds a bar 9, the bar mounted to the leg 
member 2 in a conventional fashion. 

The leg member 2 is pivotally attached to the leg unit 
body 1 by a pair of ?anges 11 and pivoting bolt 13. The leg 
member 2 is positioned between the ?anges 11 with the 
pivoting bolt 13 extending through openings in the ?anges 
and leg member (not shown) to achieve the pivoting move 
ment. 

The leg member 2 also includes a bar rest 15 which is 
secured to the leg member 2 via the support 17. The bar rest 
15 facilitates exercises such as arm curls or the like which 
will be described below. 
With reference now to FIGS. 1 and 2, the leg member 2 

also includes a bumper in the form of a resilient pad 19 
mounted on the end of the weight stanchion 3. As seen from 
FIG.‘_2, the weight stanchion 3 can be tubular in form to 
extend through the leg member 2 to facilitate both weight 
and resilient pad 19 mounting. Of course, the pad 19 could 
be mounted to the body 1 or elsewhere on the leg member 
2. 
The leg lift unit 10 also includes a support pad assembly 

designated by the reference numeral 20. The support pad 
assembly comprises a leg 21 and a pair of opposing support 
pads 23. Again, the support pads 23 can be formed using an 
elongated tubular member 25 mounted to the top end of the 
leg 21, the tubular member 25 including the resilient por 
tions 27. 
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The leg 21 is sized to slide or telescope within the channel 
29 formed by the leg lift unit body 1. The function of the 
support pad assembly 20 will be described in further detail 
below. 
The leg lift unit 10 also includes a pair of opposing middle 

exercising pads 31 which are similar in construction to the 
pads 5 and 23. A tubular arm 33 is shown in FIG. 2 for 
receiving the resilient portions forming part of the middle 
exercising pads 31. 

With reference now to FIG. 2, the support pad assembly 
20 is vertically adjustable so as to position the support pads 
27 in a desired location for a given exercise. The support 
pads 23 are preferably curved or arcuate in shape to facilitate 
clamping of an exerciser’s legs during leg lift exercises. 
The leg member 21 includes a plurality of openings 35 

therein. In conjunction with these openings, the leg lift unit 
body 1 includes a locking pin assembly 37 which is designed 
to secure the leg member 21 in a given position with respect 
to the leg lift unit 1. 
One embodiment of the locking pin assembly is depicted 

in FIG. 2 wherein a nut is attached to the leg lift unit body 
1. A threaded pin 43 extends through the nut 41 and an 
opening in the leg lift unit 1 to engage one of the openings 
35 in the leg 21. The pin 43 can be threadably tightened to 
the nut 41 to secure the leg 21 in given position. 
To adjust the position of the leg 21, the pin 43 can be 

unscrewed and the leg 21 moved vertically up or down for 
pin engagement in a dilferent opening. 
Of course, other means may be used to secure the leg 21 

in a given position such as a spring loaded pin, a pin that 
extends through both faces of the leg lift unit 1 or the like. 
For universal adjustment, the pin 43 can be tightened against 
the leg 21 to secure it in a vertical position. 

With reference again to FIGS. 1 and 2, the leg lift unit 1 
can be mounted to any exercise apparatus including an 
exercise bench 50 as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. In this 
embodiment, the exercise bench 50 includes a hollow leg 51 
which is sized to receive a portion of the leg lift unit body 
1. In this embodiment, the leg lift unit body 1 includes 
apertures 53 which facilitate vertical adjustments of the leg 
lift unit body 1 using the pin assembly 55 as the same 
manner as that described above. 

Of course, alternative mounting arrangements can be 
utilized to secure the leg lift unit body 1 to an exercise bench 
50. For example, the leg lift unit body 1 could merely slide 
within the hollow leg 51 and rest against a stop therein. 
Alternatively, the leg lift unit body 1 could be fastened using 
conventional techniques to the exercise bench 50. 

Alternatively, the leg lift unit body could be attached to an 
exercise apparatus employing cables and pulleys in conjunc 
tion with weights for exercise use. In this embodiment, the 
weights stanchion 3 could be replaced by a cable/pulley and 
weight apparatus. 

FIGS. 3 and 4 show two exemplary uses of the inventive 
leg lift unit 10. In FIG. 3, an exerciser is seated on a bench 
61 of the exercise bench 50 with the exerciser’s legs resting 
on the exercising pads 31. The exerciser’s ankles 65 are 
positioned beneath the exercising pads 5. The support pad 
assembly 20 is vertically adjusted such that the support pads 
27 clamp the exercises thighs in position to facilitate the leg 
lifting exercises. In this exercise, as indicated by the arrows 
in FIG. 3, the leg member 2 is pivoted with weights 67 
positioned on the weight stanchion 3. 

With reference to FIG. 4, the support pads 27 and middle 
pads 31 are used to support an exerciser when standing and 
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4 
facing the exercise bench 50. In this exercise, one leg is 
raised up against the exercising pads 5 while the other leg 
remains on a ?oor. The leg member 2 is raised a given 
number of times followed by a second set of exercises with 
the other leg. 

With reference again to FIG. 3, the support pad assembly 
20 can be vertically adjusted to accommodate arm curls or 
the like. In this exercise, an exerciser’s elbow or forearm 
would rest on the support pads 27 while doing arm curls 
using a barbell or dumbbells. Before, during or after the arm 
curl exercises, the bar rest 15 can support the barbell or 
dumbbell. 
As such, an invention has been disclosed in terms of 

preferred embodiments thereof which ful?ll each and every 
one of the objects of the present invention as set forth 
hereinabove and provides a new and improved leg lift unit. 
Of course, various changes, modi?cations and alterations 

from the teaching of the present invention may be contem 
plated by those skilled in the art without departing from the 
intended spirit and scope thereof. Accordingly, it is intended 
that the present invention only be limited by the terms of the 
appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a leg lift unit having a pivotal ?rst leg member, said 

pivotal ?rst leg member including a ?rst pair of opposing 
exercising pads and means for retaining weights, the 
improvement comprising a leg lift unit body to which said 
pivotal ?rst leg is pivotally mounted thereto, said leg lift unit 
body having a second leg member having a second pair of 
'opposing exercising pads mounted to an end thereof and a 
third pair of opposing exercising pads ?xedly mounted to 
said leg lift unit body, said second leg member being 
independent of said pivotal ?rst leg member and vertically 
adjustable with respect to said leg lift unit body for posi 
tioning of said second pair of exercising pads for exercising 
use. 

2. The leg lift unit of claim 1 wherein said leg lift unit 
body further comprises a channel therein and said second leg 
member is sized to slide within said channel for said vertical 
adjustability. 

3. The leg lift unit of claim 1 further comprising a barbell 
rest mounted to said ?rst leg member. 

4. The leg lift unit of claim 1 wherein said second leg 
member has a plurality of openings along a length thereof 
and said leg lift unit body includes a pin assembly wherein 
a pin of said pin assembly engages one of said openings to 
lock said second leg member for exercising. 

5. The leg lift unit of claim 1 wherein each of said ?rst and 
second pairs of opposing exercising pads comprises an arm 
surrounded by a resilient material. 

6. The leg lift unit of claim 1 wherein each of said ?rst, 
second and third pairs of opposing exercising pads com 
prises an arm surrounded by a resilient material. 

7. The leg lift unit of claim 1 wherein said second leg 
member is generally parallel to said ?rst leg member when 
said ?rst leg member is at rest. 

8. The leg lift unit of claim 1 further comprising a resilient 
stop mounted between said leg lift unit body and said ?rst 
leg member. 

9. The leg lift unit of claim 1 wherein said third pair of 
opposing exercising pads are mounted to said leg lift unit 
body so as to be spaced between said ?rst pair of opposing 
exercising pads when at rest and said second pair of oppos 
ing exercising pads. 

10. The leg lift unit of claim 1, wherein said leg lift unit 
and said leg lift unit body form a unitary assembly to be 
mounted to an exercise apparatus. ' 
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11. The leg lift unit of claim 1, wherein a longitudinal axis 
of said second leg member is disposed vertically so that said 
second leg member is vertically adjustable along said ver 
tically disposed longitudinal axis. 

12. In a leg lift unit having a pivotal ?rst leg member, said 
pivotal ?rst leg member including a ?rst pair of opposing 
exercising pads and means for retaining weights the 
improvement comprising: 

a) a leg lift unit body to which said pivotal ?rst leg is 
pivotally mounted thereto, said leg lift unit body having 
a second leg member having a second pair of opposing 
exercising pads mounted to an end thereof, said second 
leg member being independent of said pivotal ?rst leg 
member and vertically adjustable with respect to said 
leg lift unit body for positioning of said second pair of 
exercising pads for exercising use; 

b) a third set of opposing exercising pads ?xedly mounted 
to said leg lift unit body; 

c) said means for retaining weights comprising a weight 
stanchion mounted to said ?rst leg member; 

(1) a bumper mounted to said ?rst leg member; and 
e) a bar rest mounted to said ?rst leg member. 
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13. The leg lift unit of claim 12 wherein each of said 

second pair of opposing exercising pads are curved in shape. 
14. The leg lift unit of claim 13 further comprising a 

?ange and pin arrangement, said ?ange mounted to said leg 
lift unit body and said pin extending through said ?ange and 
said ?rst leg member for said pivoting mounting. 

15. The leg lift unit of claim 12 wherein said second leg 
member is vertically adjustable by a pin removable exten 
sible through a portion of both said leg lift unit body and said 
second leg member for locking said second leg member in 
a given position. 

16. The leg lift unit of claim 12 wherein said leg lift unit 
and said leg lift unit body form a unitary assembly to be 
mounted to an exercise apparatus. 

17. The leg lift unit of claim 12, wherein said leg lift unit 
body further comprising a channel therein and said second 
leg member is sized to slide within said channel for said 
vertical adjustability. 

18. The leg lift unit of claim 12, wherein a longitudinal 
axis of said second leg member is disposed vertically so that 
said second leg member is vertically adjustable along said 
vertically disposed longitudinal axis. 

* * * * >l< 


